The following is a flow chart detailing options under WTO rules when a needed “Medicine A” is not available or is available only from the originator company and too
expensive in a Regional Economic Community (REC). These rules are applicable when a majority of an REC’s member states are Least Developed Countries (LDCs).
Is a generic of Medicine A readily available outside the REC?
YES

NO

Is there sufficient manufacturing capacity to
make medicine A in an REC country?
YES

Is Medicine A patented in the
state of manufacture?

Is Medicine A patented in
any REC member states?
YES

NO

Is that state an LDC?
YES

An LDC “may simply
indicate an intent
to use the extended
transition period under
the TRIPS Agreement” to
import Generic A.

NO

The state can issue
a CL or GUL to
import Generic A.
No remuneration is
required if paid in
country of production.

These states
are free to import
Generic A.

NO

YES

NO

Individually or jointly through a regional
procurement agency, states notify the WTO of
the quantity of Medicine A needed, the lack of
sufficient production capacity, and the intent
to grant CLs if patents are in force.

Is that state an LDC?
YES

The REC LDC is not
required to grant or
enforce patents (TRIPS
LDC transition periods)
and can produce and
export Generic A.

These states
are free to
produce & export
Generic A in the
REC.

REC member states notify the WTO of their
intent to use the “Paragraph 6” system as
importers (notification not required for LDCs).

NO

The state can issue a
CL or GUL to produce
and export Generic
A to REC countries
(TRIPS regional waiver,
Paragraph 6).

This notification at WTO triggers the granting
of a CL in an exporting country (e.g. India),
specifically for the production and export to
meet the REC’s needs for Medicine A.

Where Medicine A is
not patented, the state
is free to produce and
export Generic A to the
REC region.

REC states
can import
Generic A from
the producing
country.

